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Amy Hardie and Clare Blackburn
Scottish Documentary InstituteIn their new documentary Stem Cell Revolutions, filmmakers
Amy Hardie, director/producer, and Clare Blackburn, stem cell
biologist, team up to present a fascinating portrait of the history
of stem cell science and a provocative peek into its future. This is
an elegant and deeply instructive piece of work, with wide poten-
tial for raising awareness of the promise and possibilities of stem
cell science—both in formal educational settings and among
lay generalists who are curious about the this area of biological
investigation.
The story, which is presented in five sections, begins with an
arresting account of the early history of stem cell science (who
in the lay community knew that stem cells were first identified
by studying the lethal radiation sickness that followed the
dropping of the atomic bomb on Hiroshima?) and continues
with a case study of the successful application of adult stem
cell technology in restoring the sight of chemical burn victims
thanks to the pioneering work of a scientist-surgeon duo,
Professor Geeta Vemuganti and Dr. Virender Sangwan, at the
LV Prasad Eye Institute in Hyderabad, India.
In the third section, we are introduced to the discovery of
mouse embryonic stem cells, centering on the pioneering work
in the early 1980s of Martin Evans (now Sir Martin Evans,
President of Cardiff University) who got the idea of studying
the potential therapeutic value of embryonic stem cells from
his work with teratocarcinomas, runaway cancers that—
referring to the nightmare-like way they combine many different
cell types in crazy patterns—he describes as a ‘‘nasty caricature
of what goes on in the developing embryo.’’ In work with cell
cultures and mouse models that won him a Nobel Prize, Sir
Martin recognized that the process by which these tumor cells
create an array of cell types is almost identical to what happens
to stem cells developing in the embryo, but in the wrong environ-
ment.More than a decade later, Professor Jamie Thomson at the
University of Wisconsin drove the science forward again by
isolating embryonic stem cells in humans. The chapter also
includes a powerful portrait of human embryonic stem cell
technology in action, in the work of Professor Pete Coffey and
Dr. Lyndon Da Cruz, codirectors of the London Project to Cure
Blindness at University College, London, who have successfully
applied the technology to the treatment of macular degenera-
tion, which afflicts one in four persons over the age of 65.
The documentary continues with a description of what is
perhaps the most dramatic single development of stem cell
science to date: the discovery, in 2006, by Professor ShinyaYamanaka at Japan’s Kyoto University, of the technique to
make what are known today as induced pluripotent stem cells
(iPSCs). In this process, skin cells are reprogrammed back into
a developmental state that resembles embryonic stem cells
and are then redirected forward to generate the cardiac cells
that can be used in combating heart disease, or the dopamine
neurons that are needed to replace those that are lost in
Parkinson’s disease. Not only do iPSCs provide an end run to
several problems—logistical and, to some people, moral—that
are involved in research using human embryonic stem cells,
they also largely avoid the problem of rejection by the host’s
immune system, since the tissues involved are the patient’s
own cells. As Professor Connie Eaves of the University of
British Columbia describes it in the film, Yamanaka’s discovery
‘‘completely turned upside down everything we had been taught
about biological development. We thought that development
was entirely a one-way street—and [we learned from this work]
that this is not true!’’
One of the merits of the film is the way it reminds us that
scientific progress is not a straight-line string of successes and
breakthroughs, but a long dogged pursuit of truth, building on
the successes and failures of earlier experiments and littered
as much with dead ends and serendipitous surprises as it is
with flashes of insight. Shinya Yamanaka gives generous credit
for his iPSC discovery to the pioneering work of Sir John Gurdon,
who successfully cloned a frog in the late 1950s. Moreover, this
same work also informed and inspired the success of Sir Ian
Wilmut 40 years later in his successful cloning of ‘‘Dolly the
sheep.’’ Brilliant though the discovery of this pathway certainly
was, it has not to date led to successful new applications of
a similar nature.
The film concludes with speculation about the future of
stem cell science, including a discussion about the kinds of
moral and political questions that would be raised by the
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Canadian novelist Margaret Atwood observes at one point in
her on-camera conversation with Professor Austin Smith that
serves as a running commentary throughout the film, ‘‘science
is morally neutral.’’ She reminds us that it is like the hammer
that can be used either to drive a nail or murder your neighbor;
it is people who make the moral decisions, not science, which
serves merely as their instrument.
These moral decisions are explored thoughtfully and fairly in
a brief sidebar discussion of the ethical and political questions
that are raised by research involving human embryos, with
John Deighan, representing the Roman Catholic Bishops’
Conference of Scotland, voicing the position that the right to
life is absolute and cannot be violated to serve any other
purposes, however worthy they may be, and Professor Irv
Weissman, a prominent stem cell scientist at Stanford Univer-
sity, offering the alternative view that the extraordinary potential
of embryonic stem cell technology to provide cures for human
disease outweighs other concerns.
The potential abuse or misuse of stem cell science is not the
only ethical aspect of the subject that raises a cautionary
eyebrow from the filmmakers; another is the development of
a blind, hype-fed, unrealistic belief in the potential of current
technology among many desperate victims of disease who are
all too vulnerable to the unsubstantiated therapeutic claims of
medical hucksters, conducting what Sir Martin Evans terms
‘‘cowboy experiments.’’ Sir Martin warns that it is ‘‘important
that not too many people get treated with untried stem cell treat-
ments.’’ This of course immediately raises the question of regu-
lation, which Amy Hardy, who serves also as the film’s narrator,
describes as a ‘‘double-edged sword.’’ For example, the work of
Professor Howard Green at Harvard several decades ago, which
utilized stem cell therapies for skin replacement in serious burn
victims, might not have been possible—and certainly would
not have been as expeditiously accomplished—in the regulatory
environment that prevails in the United States today. The290 Cell Stem Cell 11, September 7, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.answer, Sir Martin argues, is to strive for a ‘‘balance between
regulation and [scientific] progress’’—clearly, something that is
a lot easier to say than to realize.
There’s just so much that a film can cover in a bit more than
1 hr, but this writer would have hoped that the producers had
found more room beyond a single passing reference for discus-
sion of the application of stem cell technology to drug discovery
and development. This means using the cell lines that are
derived from stem cells in the laboratory to test the efficacy
of potential treatments for specific diseases. The prospect of
being able to actually replace the cells damaged in the course
of a disease—perhaps the holiest of grails—may be the most
dramatic potential application of stem cell technology, but it
is certainly not the easiest to pull off, and for some disease
states it remains years, or even decades, away (if indeed it is
possible at all). Using stem cell technology for today’s drug
development is closer to hand, and might have deserved
more attention.
All in all, Stem Cell Revolutions is a terrific addition to our
educational library on the subject of stem cell science. The
production values are of high quality, and Cameron Duguid has
contributed a marvelously creative and clear set of animated
drawings to accompany and explain the instruction.
One of the casualties of the political controversy that has
swirled around stem cell science in many parts of the world
has been the successful creation of public awareness around
such core matters as what exactly constitutes the science,
how it has evolved, and what may be its future potential to
contribute to human health and well-being. On a practical and
educational level, this film provides an authoritative and
accessible means to building this awareness. And on a more
philosophical level, tapping into the simple wonder that is at
the core of all scientific endeavor, it provides us with a teasing
piece of the answer to what Margaret Atwood posits at the end
of the film as the eternal question of the serious scientist:
‘‘What if.’’?Robin Anthony Elliott*
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